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Abstract. Contract net protocol can be implemented by exploiting the Web
Service technologies. However, the lack of a process model in contract net
protocol to capture the interactions between the bidder and manager agents
makes it difficult to analyze the feasibility of the resulting contracts. We pro-
posed a framework to execute contract net protocol based on Web Services
technologies and a Petri net model to analyze the contract net negotiation re-
sults.

1   Introduction

Contract net protocol [1] is a negotiation and task distribution mechanism to optimize
the performance in multi-agent systems (MAS) [2]. Contract net protocol can be
implemented by exploiting the Web service discovery, invocation, selection and exe-
cution mechanism. In this paper, we focus on modeling and analysis of contract net
protocol that can be implemented based on Web Services technologies [3]. Given a
set of tasks, a set of agents, a cost function, contract net protocol finds the globally
optimal task allocation based on distributed algorithms. In contract net protocol, there
are two types of agents: manager and bidder. Four stages are involved to establish a
contract between a manager and the best bidders. To apply Web Services technolo-
gies to execute contract net protocol, each manager is mapped to a Web services
requester whereas each bidder is mapped to a Web services provider. Each bidder
(which is a service provider) publishes the Web services by registering through a Web
services broker. A manager (which is a service requester) looks up the registries of a
Web service broker to discover qualified Web services provided by the potential
bidders. Fig. 1 (a) illustrates our concept. Once the required qualified Web services
have been found, the manager executes the contract net protocol to award the contract
to the best bidder as shown in Fig. 1(b)~(e). By combining the contract net protocol
with Web services technologies, it is possible to automate negotiation process.

A major drawback of the original contract net protocol is the lack of a formal
model to capture the interactions between bidders and managers as well as the nego-
tiation results. This makes it difficult to analyze the feasibility of the contract net
negotiation results. For example, in real world, several contracts may need to be es-
tablished between a company and his business partners to achieve a certain business
objective. The lack of a model makes it difficult to efficiently evaluate the feasibility
of the contracts. In this paper, we will propose a Petri net [4] model to model the
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interactions between the bidders and the managers in contract net protocol and facili-
tate the feasibility analysis of the contract net negotiation results.
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Fig. 1.  Execution of contract net protocol based on Web Services technologies

2   Petri Net Model for Evaluating Contracts

To model the interactions between the bidders and the managers in contract net pro-
tocol, we adopt a bottom-up approach using Petri nets, which can be broken down
into three steps: (1) modeling of bidders’ proposals, (2) modeling the workflow of
tasks and (3) modeling the overall system.We assume there is a set B of bidders in the
system and each bidder Bb ∈ has a set bR of type- b resources available to bid for

several contracts. We use bP to denote the states of type- b resources and place 0bp to

denote the idle state of type- b resources. Allocation and de-allocation of the resources
by bidder b  are represented by a circuit that starts and ends with place 0bp . The Petri

net bG to describe a bidder’s proposal is defined as follows.

Definition 2.1: The Petri net bG = ( bP , bT , bI , bO , 0bm , bF ) of a bid-

der sb' proposal is a strongly connected state machine (SCSM) with any two circuits
in bG having only one common place 0bp but having no common transitions.

The Petri net bG = ( bP , bT , bI , bO , 0bm , bF ) represents a proposal submitted by the

bidder Bb ∈ . Fig. 2 illustrates seven bidders’ proposals using Petri nets. We assume
that there is a set J of different types of tasks in the system. A type- j task, Jj ∈ , is

modeled by a Petri net to executing a sequence of operations.

Definition 2.2: The Petri net jG = ( w
jP , w

jT , w
jI , w

jO , w
jm 0 , w

jF ) of the workflow of

a type- j task, Jj ∈ , is a strongly connected state machine (SCSM). Every circuit

in jG contains the idle state 0jp , the starting transition r
jt , the final transition f

jt , the initial

state place jip and the final state place jfp , with •
0jp ={ r

jt } , 0jp• ={ f
jt }, 

•r
jt ={ jip }

and f
jt• ={ jfp }. As each transition represents a distinct operation in a task, we as-

sume Φ=∩ kj TT for kj ≠ .
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      Fig. 2. Bidders’ Proposals            Fig. 3. A Task Workflow         Fig. 4. Petri net Model

Fig. 3 illustrates the Petri net model of a task workflow. Place 1p represents the initial

state place while place 8p represents the final state place. All the other places in this

Petri net represent the states of the task. Each directed path from
place 1p to 8p represents an execution sequence for the task. The Petri net models for

the bidders’ proposals and the task workflow are merged to form a Petri net )( 0jj mN =

bBb G∈ jG = ),,,,,( 0 jjjjjj FmOITP  to model the interactions between resources and

a task, where is an operator to merge a number of different Petri net models with

common transitions, places and/or arcs.. The Petri net model in Fig. 4 is obtained by
merging the proposals in Fig.2 with the task in Fig. 3.

3   Feasible Condition to Award Contracts

The Petri net jN provides a model for a manager to award contracts. To characterize

the condition to complete a type- j task, we define a feasible execution sequence as follows.

Definition 3.1: Given a Petri net jN with initial marking 0jm , a feasible execution se-

quence stttts ...321= with r
jtt =1 and f

js tt = is a firing sequence such that firing s brings

a token from the initial state place jip to the final state place jfp .

As jN = bBb G∈ jG and jG is a connected state machine, there may be more than one

execution sequence for a type- j  task. However, an arbitrary execution sequence

might not be a feasible one. For example, in Fig. 5, 121110921 tttttt is not a feasible exe-

cution sequence due to the lack of a type-7 resource in place 7rp . In Fig. 5,
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876521 tttttt and 876543 tttttt are feasible execution sequences. A feasible execution

sequence can be characterized based on the minimal resource requirement (MRR)
concept.
Definition 3.2: The MRR of an execution sequence s = stttt ....321 is denoted by a

marking *
sm of jN with 
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otherwise

BbsomeforppifbN
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s
0
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,

where *
sN =

1t
R ⊕  

2t
R ⊕

3t
R ⊕ … ⊕

stR , a vector in BZ , denotes the set of re-

sources required to fire s , tR , a vector in BZ , denotes the resource requirement to

fire t only, and ⊕ is an operator that takes the larger of two vectors element by element.
Existence of a feasible execution sequence for )( 0jj mN is as follows.

Property 3.1: Given jN ( 0jm ), s is a feasible execution sequence if and only if

*
0 sj mm ≥ .

Remark that jN is constructed by merging jG with bG for all Bb ∈ . Each execution se-

quence of jN must be an execution sequence of jG . Each execution se-

quence stttts ...321= of jG corresponds to a directed path sγ  from r
jt to f

jt  in jG . There-

fore, to find a feasible execution sequence for a type- j task, it is sufficient to find a

directed path sγ from r
jt to f

jt with *
0 sj mm ≥ .

To award the contracts for a type- j task, we find the minimum cost feasible execution

sequence for a Petri net )( 0jj mN . The problem is formulated as follows. Let tc denote

the cost to fire a transition t , where jTt ∈ . The cost to fire the se-

quence stttts ...321= of transitions is then ∑
∈

=
st

tcsc )( . Let jS denote the set of all

feasible execution sequences of )( 0jj mN . The optimization problem can be formu-

lated as the problem to find
jSs
sc

∈
)(min . The problem to find

jSs
sc

∈
)(min is equivalent to

solve
feasible
j

c
Γ∈γ

γ )(min , where feasible
jΓ ={ γγ is a directed path from r

jt to f
jt and *

0 γmm j ≥ }

denotes the set of all feasible directed paths in jN .

Definition 3.3: Let =feasible
jT { 0, jtj mRTtt ≤∈ } and =easible

jT inf
jT \ feasible

jT be the

set of transitions that cannot be fired due to insufficient resource tokens in 0jm .

The problem
feasible
j

c
Γ∈γ

γ )(min can be converted to a shortest path problem by constructing a

weighted directed graph jG
~

based on jG and easible
jT inf , where jG

~
can be constructed by
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removing 0jp and the set ∪easible
jT inf { r

jt , f
jt } of transitions from jG , and then convert-

ing each transition in the resulting graph into a directed arc and assigning a weight to it. The

weight tw of a transition t is tc for each feasible
jTt ∈ . The shortest path problem described

by jG
~

can be solved by applying the Dijkstra’s algorithm with polynomial complexity.

Fig. 6 illustrates the Petri net jG
~

obtained based on jG in Fig. 3 and

=easible
jT inf { 10t , 11t }. Existence of a shortest path depends on jG

~
and marking 0jm .
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              Fig. 5. An jN with Infeasible  Execution Sequence                    Fig. 6. jG
~

4   Conclusion

We focused on modeling and analysis of contract net. We identified a feasible condi-
tion to award contracts and formulated an problem to find a minimal cost feasible
execution sequence for a task based on Petri net. The optimization problem can be
converted to a shortest path problem, which can be solved efficiently.
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